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Background
zHyperLink is a low-latency short-distance connection between a z14 or later IBM Z
and IBM storage controllers that allows for I/O to be performed synchronously¹.
zHyperLink support for reads was delivered in 2017 and exploited by Db2 for database
synchronous read. This article focuses on zHyperLink write enhancements. In 2019,
zHyperLink write support was introduced for simplex and Metro Mirror-only
environments, including multi-target. In 2020 for z/OS V2R3 and later, zHyperLink
write support was provided for all forms of asynchronous mirroring in supported
con?gurations such as Global Mirror with the exception of Extended Remote Copy
(XRC). With the DFSMS Media Manager support for zHyperLink writes, Db2 12 for z/OS
can improve log throughput by expoiting zHyperLink for active log writes. Media
Manager traditionally allowed callers to perform I/O against a single data set. In 2021
for z/OS V2R3 and later, Media Manager was enhanced to provide support for parallel
writes (also known as Media Manager Dual Logging). Callers can simultaneously
perform update writes to two data sets in one request by using zHyperLink. Db2
exploits this enhancement to write to dual active logs, which is bene?cial for most Db2
for z/OS con?gurations (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Db2 Active Logs using zHyperLink with Media Manager Parallel Write Support.
zHyperLink write processing speeds up commit by making the log write faster, which
improves transaction response time, reduces the latency for log writes (Class 3), and
signi?cantly speeds up commits of the transactions. Because Db2 now performs log
writes to the two active logs in parallel using zHyperLink synchronous I/O, the lock and
latch held times are reduced without requiring any application changes.

Con?guration
The online changeable ZHYPERLINK subsystem parameter speci?es the scope of the
zHyperLink protocol for I/O requests². To enable the zHyperLink protocol for I/O
requests for active logs, specify either ENABLE or ACTIVELOG. The default value is
DISABLE.

ENABLE: The zHyperlink protocol is implemented for all eligible I/O requests from Db2.
ACTIVELOG: The zHyperlink protocol is used only for write I/O requests from Db2 to
active logs.
The active log data set must be associated with an SMS storage class where
zHyperLink write is enabled. Both copies of the active log data sets must reside on IBM
DS8880/DS8900 DASD subsystems with zHyperLink-enabled volumes in order to
exploit the Media Manager parallel write feature.

Monitoring
To check whether Db2 active logs are exploiting the zHyperLink feature, issue the Db2
Display Log command. For example:

Figure 2: Db2 Log Display Command Output.
The Media Manager support for parallel writes added additional zHyperLink write
statistics. They can be found in both the output from the display command D
SMS,DSNAME(dsn),STATS(ZHLWRITE{,RESET}) and in SMF type 42 subtype 6
synchronous I/O section 2. For the details of the command output and the SMF 42
subtype 6 ?elds, see z/OS MVS System Messages³ and z/OS MVS System Management

Facilities (SMF)k. Use the display command to display the percentage of synchronous
I/O being done. For example:

Figure 3: Display zHyperLink Write Statistics Command Output.
In Db2, two new ?elds for zHyperLink activity for active logs were added to IFCID 1
section 12 (QJST).
1. QJSTSYCW: Total number of zHyperLink log write I/O requests.
2. QJSTSYCF: Total number of zHyperLink log write I/O requests that failed to be
synchronous.

Performance
Writes to Db2 active log data sets are crucial to performance because each transaction
waits for log writes to complete before it can proceed. Db2 exploits zHyperLink write
capability for active log writes to reduce log write wait time in Db2 (Class 3) with the
potential to improve transaction latency time.
Improvement in transaction latency time depends on the type of workload. Workloads
that are update-intensive with frequent commits will bene?t the most from
implementing zHyperLink for Db2 active log writes.

The following example shows an insert-intensive workload in a one-way data sharing
environment with 50 threads concurrently inserting ten rows per commit to different
partitions in a table. zHyperLink was enabled in Db2 with the ZHYPERLINK subsystem
parameter ACTIVELOG setting. When zHyperLink I/O was used to write to active dual
logs, there was a 54% reduction in Class 3 active log write I/O wait time in Db2. This
reduction improved transaction latency by 24% compared to traditional I/O using zHPF
(z High Performance FICON) link (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Comparing Transaction Latency Time for zHPF and zHyperLink Parallel Writes.
When Db2 writes to active log data sets using zHyperLink I/O, unlike traditional I/O, the
CPU spins while waiting for the I/O to complete. The clock time of the CPU spin is
charged to System Services (MSTR) CPU under SRB in Db2 and is zIIP-eligible. zIIP
usage does not incur additional charges. For an insert-intensive workload, there was a
substantial increase in zIIP CPU utilization with no increase in Class 2 CPU time (see
Figure 5). You must consider the current usage of zIIP processors and plan for more
capacity before implementing zHyperLink writes for active logs.

Figure 5: Comparing CPU usage for zHPF and zHyperLink Parallel Writes.
In addition to active log writes during the update commit, zHyperLink provides the
same bene?t to other types of Db2 log writes that are triggered by Db2. A good
example is the active log force writes during an index tree modi?cation against indexes
that are dependent on group buffer pools. The modi?cation can be an index-leaf page
split from the insert operations or an index page consolidation from the deletes. During
the tree modi?cation, Db2 holds the internal latch against the index tree while writing
to active log data sets. Holding the internal latch is essential to maintain the data
integrity, but often causes a bottleneck in insert or delete-intensive applications in the
data sharing environment. The low latency from zHyperLink I/O can signi?cantly
reduce the duration of log write and Db2 latch wait and also improve Db2 application
throughput.
Workloads with a high read-to-write ratio may not always show signi?cant
improvement in transaction latency if log write I/O is not a major contributor to
transaction-elapsed time.
Software Requirements
The following PTFs provide the Media Manager support for parallel writes.

OA57833: UJ04670 (V2R3), UJ04671 (V2R4)
OA58134: UJ04661 (V2R3), UJ04662 (V2R4)
OA59581: UJ04668 (V2R3), UJ04669 (V2R4)
The following PTF provides Db2 12 for z/OS exploitation of Media Manager parallel
writes.
PH29407: UI74012
Find the PTFs for zHyperLink by searching for Fix Category IBM.Function.zHyperLink,
APAR keyword HYPERL/K.
For a complete list of requirements for using zHyperLink in Db2, refer to these articles:
– Lightning Fast I/O via zHyperLink and Db2 for z/OS Exploitation
– Lightning Fast I/O via zHyperLink and Db2 for z/OS Exploitation – Part 2

Summary
Performance measurements using zHyperLink writes for active logs show that
substantial reductions in log write I/O wait time have signi?cantly improved transaction
latency for update workloads. Be aware of hardware restrictions and plan for an
increase in zIIP CPU before considering zHyperLink for Db2 active log writes.
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